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LA CONCHA KEY WEST OPENS ONE-OF-A-KIND TOP SPA 
UNIQUE SPA CONCEPT PRESENTS PRIVATE SUITES WITH EXCLUSIVE ISLAND VIEWS 

 

KEY WEST, Fla. (Feb. 5, 2014) – La Concha Key West, the shining star of Duval Street presenting a 

chic and lively atmosphere, announces the crown of Key West in Top Spa, the new rooftop 

retreat boasting panoramic views of the island. Situated atop the highest point of Key West, the 

all-suite spa is a personal oasis offering packages that allow for couples and small groups to 

spend their day in pure luxury. 

 

Presenting the intimacy and privacy of a luxury guest suite along with the treatments and 

hospitality of a full-service spa, Top Spa is the perfect destination for duos seeking romance or a 

lavish experience with friends. Each personal suite is designed with a sensory rain shower, fully 

furnished vanity, flat-screen TV and a refrigerator stocked with fresh fruit juices, waters and 

healthy spa snacks. A well-appointed seating area encourages lounging and provides a 

welcoming space to enjoy a light lunch or read a favorite book. Top Spa is a refuge from the 

hustle and bustle of Duval Street, resulting in the ultimate spa journey refreshing the mind, body 

and soul. Inspired by famous islands around the world, each spa suite transports guests to a 

heavenly paradise.   

 

Stocked with the best in spa product from notable vendors such as Phytomer and Pure Fiji, 

featuring coconut oil and flower extracts, the indulgent spa menu offers three- and four-hour 

packages ideal for duos to enjoy leisure time and romantic pampering. Guests select two 

treatments with the three-hour package for $300, or three treatments with the four-hour 

package for $400. Additional treatments are available for $100 each. A variety of rejuvenating 

facials, body treatments, nail services and massages ensure complete satisfaction. All spa 

packages include a ritual foot soak and Top Spa signature drink. 

 

Providing a refreshing escape with the new wine shop Wine-O and refreshed outdoor pool, La 

Concha Key West is the pulse of the island worthy of its landmark status. After enjoying fresh 

coastal creations at 430 Duval, guests sip signature beverages from the lobby bar or the island’s 

only Starbucks as they lounge on street-front balconies soaking in the surrounding the energy. 

 

With a myriad of choice, Key West’s Duval Collection presents an eclectic assortment of inns, 

resorts and amenities creating the best stories and service in the southernmost tip of the U.S. 

Boasting an array of distinct accommodations, dining outlets, bars, tropical pools, rejuvenating 

spas, a private beach and endless options for entertainment, guests enjoy access to the energy 

of Duval Street via the exclusive Duval Cruiser. Comprised of Pier House Resort & Spa, La Concha 

Key West, The Southernmost House and The Inn at Key West, the diverse collection embraces the 

true spirit of the island from sunrise to sunset.  

 

To book a reservation or learn more about Top Spa, visit www.laconchakeywest.com/spa or call 

(305) 296-2991. 
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